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On-Line Simulation of k + 1 Tapes by 
k Tapes Requires Nonlinear Time* 
W. PAUL 
IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, California 95193 
On line simulation of real-time (k + 1)-tape Turing machines by k-tape Turing 
machines requires time n(log n) l/(k+ll. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a multitape Turing machine that given sequences E = e l, e 2 ..... 
of input symbols on an input tape produces sequences A =at ,  a2 ..... of 
output symbols on an output tape. Machine M works on-line if for all inputs 
E, the computation of M given E proceeds in stages 1, 2 ..... such that for all i 
during the ith stage input symbol e i is read, some computation is performed 
and output symbol a i is printed. Machine M works in real time if there is a 
constant c such that for all inputs E and all i the ith stage of the computation 
of M given E consists of at most c steps. Machine S simulates machine M if 
for all inputs E machine S given E produces the same output as machine M 
given E. 
Hennie and Stearns (1966), proved that every t-time bounded k-tape 
machine M that works on-line can be simulated by an O(t log t)-time 
bounded 2-tape machine S that works on-line. Aanderaa (1974) constructed 
for all k, machines M with k + 1 tapes that work in real tim such that no k- 
tape simulator S of M works in real time. For k = 1, Rabin (19631 obtained 
this result very early. A simplified proof of Aanderaa's result can be found in 
Paul et al., (1981). Here, we show 
THEOREM. For every k, there is a k + 1-tape machine M that works in 
real time such that every k-tape simulator S of  M that works on-line is 
(n log 1/(k + 11 n)-time bounded. 
Basic tools in the proof will be the Kolgomorov complexity of strings 
(Paul, 1981; Paul et al., 1981) for the construction of input sequences that 
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are hard to simulate, the overlap argument from Aanderaa (1974) and Paul 
et al., (1981) that yields nonlinear lower bounds if small overlap is frequent 
and the observation from Cook and Aanderaa (1968) and Paterson et al., 
(1974) that every computation where large overlap is frequent must be long. 
2. KOLMOGOROV COMPLEXITY OF STRINGS 
We briefly review the necessary definitions and facts. For natural numbers 
n, let bin(n)E {0, 1}* be the binary representation of n without leading 
zeros. For strings w, let I w l C N be the length of w, let ~ be the string which 
is obtained by replacing each letter a in w by aa and let w '= bin(iwl)01w. 
The string w' is called the self-delimiting version of w. 
Let _M be the class of Turing machines with one input tape, one work tape, 
and tape alphabet {0,1, B}. For machines MCM,  let e(M) be any 
straightforward coding of M into {0, 1 } *. Let U C M be a universal machine 
for the class _M in the following sense: For all ME M and x, v E {0, 1,B}* 
the machine U started with y = e(M)' x on the input tape and v on the work 
tape (with the head on the first symbol of v) simulates M given x on the 
input tape and v on the work tape in the obvious way. 
For u, v C {0, 1, B}*, the Kolmogorov complexity K(ulv) of u given v is 
defined as the length of the shortest y C {0, 1}* such that the universal 
machine U given y on the input tape and v on the working tape produces u
on the working tape and halts. Intuitively, this is the number of bits 
necessary to specify u if v is known. The Kolmogorov complexity K(u) of u 
is K(u I the empty word). 
By counting, strings w E {0, 1 }n with K(w)>~ n exist for all n. These 
strings are called random strings. A random string w = xuy can be specified 
by u, ]w], Ix l, and the bits ofxy. Thus, 
I wl 4 g(w) 4 g(u) + O(log t wl) + I xy] 
which implies 
K(u) ~ [u I -- O(log Iwl)- (1) 
3. OVERLAP 
We restate the overlap lemma from Aanderaa (1974) and Paul et al., 
(1981) in the form: "Every computation where large overlap is frequent is 
long" and slightly improve the analysis. Otherwise, we would lose a log log n 
factor in our theorem. 
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With each computation of a k-tape Turing machine S consisting of steps 
1,..., T, we associate a computation graph (with multiple edges). The nodes 
of this graph are the steps 1,..., T and there are s edges from i to j  if there are 
s tape cells that are visited in steps i and j but not in between. The indegree 
of this graph is bounded by k and hence 
T/> # edges/k. (2) 
If I = {f, f + 1,..., l} is a time interval of the computation and t ~ I, then the 
number of edges going from {f, .... t} to {t + 1 ..... l} is denoted by co(I, t). The 
number co(I) = max{co(I, t) l t C I} is called the internal overlap of time 
interval I. The number of edges of a computation graph can be estimated in 
terms of the numbers co(/, t) with the help of a set of intervals I=  {I~} and a 
set of steps ! = {t4} such that 
t~ ~ I~ 
14c I~ or I~c I  4 or I~ I~=0 
if 14 c I~, 
We easily verify that each 
for all a, 
for all a, fl, (3) 
then t~ ~ I~ for fl ~ a. 
edge is counted in at most one o)(14, t4) and thus 
# edges >//V' co(i4, t~). (4) 
Let s be a natural number and suppose we partition the computation into 2 s 
time intervals Is,o, !s, 1 . . . .  , each of unit weight. For 0 ~< i < s and 0 ~ j < 2;, 
let Ii,g=Ii+l,2jLJIi+~,2j+l. The weight w(Iid ) of Ii, J. is defined as the 
number of unit weight intervals that it contains, i.e., w(Ii,g) = 2 s-i. For a set 
_A of such intervals the weight w(A_) of_A is defined as the sum of the weights 
of the intervals in A. Observe that the weight of the set of all intervals Ii, J is 
(s+ 1)2'. 
LEMMA 1. Let m be a natural number, let _A be a set of intervals such 
that w(_A_)>~3(s+ l)2S/4 and let co(I)>~mw(I) for all IE_A, then T>/ 
m(s + 1) 2S/4k. 
Proof. Fix steps ti, g ~ Iid such that co(lid ) = co(I/,;, tid ) for all i and j. 
Let !o = {Io,o}, -to = {to,o} and for 1 ~ i ~ s let 
l_i= {I i , ;[ I id~(t.oU.. .  ~)_ti_l) = O}, .ti~- {ti,jIIi,;C_Ii}. 
Then, /=_/o ~A ... U ]s  and each of its subsets fulfills (3). 
Every t E t  o U .-. U tt_ ~ lies in one of the 2 i intervals lid and excludes it 
from-/i. Let a'~< a ~< i - -  1, Ia, b C]a ,  I~,,b, ~/~, ,  and suppose t~, b and t~,b, 
both exclude I~,j. Then, ta,,b, , ta, b ~ [ i , j  ~ Ia,b c Ia , ,b, .  Thus, (a, b) = (a', b'), 
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every t C t  o U . . .  U t i _  1 excludes exactly one Ii, j from !i and we have for 
all i 
#~_t i = 2 i - -  #( t  o U "'" U_ t i _  1) , 
#--/i = 2/-1,  wCli) =- 2s-1, 
Let  B = A ~ I. Then 
and (4) implies 
#(_t o U . . -  U_ti) = 2 i, 
and w(_I) = (s + 1) 2 s-  1. 
w(ff_) ~> l (s  + 1) 2 s (5) 
# edges/> ~ o0(Ii,j, ti,j) = ~' oo(1) >~ m ~ w(I) = mw(fl_). 
l i.jEl~ I EI~ 1Eft. 
The lemma follows from (2), (6), and (5). 
(6) 
4. MACHINES THAT ARE HARD TO SIMULATE 
For every k, we define a (k+ 1)-tape machine mk+ 1 that works in real 
time. Input symbols e i for Mk+ 1 have the format (h, d, a), where h C {0 ..... k} 
is a head number, d E {left, right} is a direction, and a C {print 0, print 1, do 
nothing} is an action. Upon receiving input e i = (h ,d ,a )  the machine M k 
moves head h in direction d, outputs the symbol a/which is in the cell where 
the head just moved to and then performs action a with head h. A command 
sequence 
(h, left, do nothing) ... l times 
(h, right, do nothing) ... l times 
is called an l-loop fo r  head h. 
Let S be a k-tape simulator for M that works on-line and suppose S has 
already simulated M on input sequence e I ..... e i. Let u C {0, 1}* be the 
inscription of some consecutive cells which are at most l cells to the left of 
head h of Mk+ 1. If  now an /-loop for head h is performed, then Mk+ 1 will 
output a string of length 2l that contains u as a substring. Let v be a natural 
number, for each i E { 1 ..... k} let U i be the content of the v cells to the left 
and right of head i of S and suppose S can simulate the above /-loop for 
head h in v steps. Then, S will also output a string of length 2l that 
contains u. 
Thus, if U1 ..... U k are known, then u can essentially be specified by S, l, h, 
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and the position of u in the output string that is produced during the 
simulation of the/-loop, and we have 
K(u I U', ... U'~_, Uk) = O(log l). (7) 
5. INPUT SEQUENCES THAT ARE HARD TO SIMULATE 
Let n be a natural number, s= (log n)/2 and d= [(log n)l/(k+l)J. For 
convenience, assume 8k(k+ 1) divides n. Let w= Wo".  Wk~ {0, 1}* be a 
random string, where ]whl=n 2Sd h. For hE  {0,...,k} let C h be an input 
sequence that makes head h of Mk+ ~ print w h from left to right. Let D o = C o 
and for i C {1 ..... k} obtain D i from Di_ 1 by inserting d commands from C i 
after every command from Ci_ 1 that is already inserted in Di_~. The 
sequence E = D k has length 
IEI--- n 2s(1 + d + ... + d k )= O(n 2 ~ logk/(k+l)n) (8) 
and any subsequence E ' of E of length n'(1 + d + ... + d k) that begins with 
a command from C o makes Mk+ 1 write n'd h symbols from w h on tape h for 
h = 0,..., k. 
Divide E into 2 s parts E i of length n(1 + ... +dk). The final input 
sequence for Mk+ l will have the form EoFoE IF  ~ .... where each F i consists of 
up to (s + 1)/-loops. The choice of these/-loops depends on the behavior of 
the simulator. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE / -LooPs  IN Fi 
We will partition the computation of the simulator S given EoFoEIF  1 .... 
into intervals I , ,o, I , ,  1 ..... where interval I,,j lasts from the first step of the 
simulation of Ej to the last step of the simulation of Fj. Intervals Ii, j for i < s 
are defined as in Section 3. For all j, let Aj = {(a, b) I interval Ia, b ends with 
Fj}. For each (a, b) C Aj we will add a part F~,~ to Fj, which will be either 
an/- loop or empty. 
Let B c Aj and suppose that for all (a, b) E B part Fa,o has already been 
defined and simulated by machine S. Let t be the last step performed so far 
by S. For each (a ,b )~Aj -B  let I~,b(t ) be the time interval in the 
computation of S that begins with the first step I~, b and lasts until step t. Let 
1 
m-- - -n .  (9) 8(k+ 1) 
If CO(Ia,b(t)) ~ mw(Ia,b) for all (a, b) C Aj -- B, then we define all parts Fa, ~ 
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with (a, b )E  A j -  B to be empty, and Fj is completed. Otherwise, we pick 
(a, b) C Aj - B such tbat -  
~o(I~,b(t)) <~ mw(la,~), (10) 
and define an/- loop Fa, b. In the remainder of this section and Section 7, we 
use Aandaraa's argument to define Fa, b and to analyze its effect; a, b, and t 
will be fixed and we will use the shorthand I for Ia,b(t ) and w(I) for w(l~,b). 
Let E '  be the portion of E that is simulated during L Then IE'l = 
nw(1)(1 + ... + dk). Partition it into k + 1 parts E ° ..- E k of equal length. 
This induces a partition of I into parts I ° ... I k, where each interval I i begins 
with the first step of the simulation of E ~. Let N--- nw(1) which is the number 
of commands from C O in E '  and N'=N/ (8k(k+l ) ) .  Following the 
argument in Aanderaa (1974) and Paul et aI. (1981), we say S neglects tape 
h of Mk+ 1 during I if every head of S that visits at least N'd h tape cells 
during interval I h visits at least N'd h+l tape cells during I h+l . . - I  k. 
If S would neglect no tape during/,  then for all h ~ {0 ..... k} some head 
j(h) of S visists at least N'd h cells during I h and at most N'd ~+~ - 1 cells 
during I h +1 ... i k. Because S has only k heads, we have j(h) = j (h')  for some 
h and h' ~> h + 1. Head h would have to visit during I h' both at least N'd h+l 
and at most N'd h+l _ 1 tape cells. 
Let h be a head that is neglected by S during I = I~,a(t). Let u be the 
portion of wh that is written on tape h of machine Mk+ ~ during interval I h. 
Then 
lu l=Ndn/ (k+ l) (11) 
and before Fa, b the first symbol of u is exactly l=Ndh(k -h  + 1)/(k + 1) 
tape cells to the left of head h of Mk+ 1. Part Fa, b is defined as an/-loop for 
head h with this l. Notice 
I Fa ,b l /2=l=nw( I )dh(k -h  + 1)/ (k+ 1)>/nw(1) forlarge n. (12) 
7. THE EFFECT OF Fa, b 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Fa, b is an l-loop for head h and S simulates Fa, b in r 
steps. Then 
r >/Ndh+'/(25k(k + 1)). 
Proof. If the time constraints of the lemma do not hold, then we will be 
able to obtain a short description of u using neglect and low overlap, which 
will contradict he randomness of u. For head numbers i of S, let T i=  
L~WiR~ be the portion of tape i of S visited until the last step of time 
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interval I, where W i is the portion of T i visited during I n. Let V i be the 
portion of W i that is revisted during [h+l ... [k and U i the portion of T; 
consisting of the r tape cells to the left and right of head i after time interval 
I. Let H be the set of head numbers i such that head i of S visited at most 
N'd  h tape cells during I h. Finally, let w = xuy, where u is defined as in 
Section 6. Then 
l u l -O( logn)<~g(u lx 'y )  by Eq. (1) 
K(u I U~ ... U't,_, Uk after I) 
+ K(U[ ... Uk after I]x'y) + O(log n). (13) 
By (7), the first term is O(log n). The contents of T 1,..., Tk before I h can be 
determined from x, y and FoF1.. .  Fj 1"'" Fa,b by simulation of S. From 
this, { Wi after I h ] i C H} and the positions of all Wi's within the Ti's, we 
find {Ti after I n ] i C H} and {L;, R i after I h ] i ¢z H}. If moreover we specify 
{V~ after I n I i~H},  the positions of the V~'s as well as state and head- 
positions of S after I h, then we can determine /T~ after I] i C H} and {L i, R~ 
after I] i C H} by simulation of S. With some abuse of notation that can 
easily be justified, we therefore have 
K({T~ after I]i C H}, {L,, R~ after I]i E HI dx'Y) <~ K(FoFI "" Fo,b) 
+ K({W~ after F ]i ~ HI) 
+ K({V~ after/n ]i ~ HI) 
+ O(log n). 
Fo "" Fa,b consists of at most (s + 1) 2 s /-loops of length at most n 2Sd k and 
can be specified with o(n) bits. By the definition of H and because S has a 3- 
letter alphabet he second term is at most 2 rH[ N 'd  n >~Ndn/4(k + 1). The 
number of tape cells in V 1 ..... V k is bounded by the interval overlap co(/). 
Thus, the third term is at most 2oo(1)<~ Ndn/4(k + 1) and 
K({T i after I1 i C H}, {Li ,R i after I I i q~ H} Ix'Y}) 
lull2 + o(n) by Eq. (11). (14) 
Because S neglected tape h of Mk+ 1 during interval/, every head i of S with 
i ~ H visits at least N'd  n+l tape cells during In+l,..., I n. Thus, it gets at least 
N' (d n+ 1/2 -- d n) >/N'd n+ 1/3 = Nd n+ 1/24k(k + 1) cells away from Wi, and 
because co(I)~ N/8(k + 1) it has to stay later at a distance of at least say 
Ndn+l/25k(k + 1) from W i. Thus, if the lemma is false, then for i~  H the r- 
neighborhood Ui of head i of S lies Completely in L i or R i and 
K(U i after I1Li ,  R i after I )=  O(log n). (15) 
Equations (13)-(15) imply tu[ -- O(log n) ~ ]u]/2 + o(n). 
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8. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let F=F o .. .  F2s_ 1. If  IF I/> n2 s 1ogk/~k+l)n, then the theorem follows 
from (8) and Lemma 2. Thus, suppose 
IF I < n2 s logk/~k+l)n. (16) 
Let C be the set of intervals Ia, b such that an/- loop Fa. b has been performed 
and let _A be the set of intervals Ia, b such that no/- loop Fa, b was performed. 
For Ia, b E _C, we have w(Ia,b) <~ IFa,bl/2n by (12), hence, 
w(_ f )<~lF l /2n~2 "- I  logl/tk+l)n by (16) 
= S2S/log~/(k+~)n by the choice of s. 
~< (s + 1) 2s/4, 
which implies 
w(.A_ ) >/3(s + 1) 2'. (17) 
By definition of the parts Fa, b we have co(I)/> mw(I )  for all I E_A and the 
theorem follows from Lemma 1. 
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